
Comments from 6/22 Local Concerns Public Meeting Attendees 
 
Traffic Calming 

• Put a roundabout at the triangle of Rt114 and Burke Hollow Road for traffic calming.  This triangle 
is probably deeded to the Burke Mountain Club. 

• Put pylons in the center of the road on both sections of Rt114 entering the village area 
• A comment was made that rt114 is one of the most heavily traveled truck routes in Vermont.  Is 

this true and can we get statistics to validate. 
 
River Garden Curbs 

• Per Dave Ormiston - Since the River Garden/Chappy's parking lot is set up to have a middle 
column with two rows of cars with the front bumpers facing each other - the preference of David & 
Bobby is to have a middle island with two entrances.  The row of cars facing each other would fit 
neatly behind the middle island.  There also would be a row of cars facing the River Garden Cafe 
and a row of cars facing Chappy's.   One entrance would essentially service the two rows of cars 
located closest to the River Garden and the other entrance would service the two rows of cars 
located to Chappy's. 

• George Wagner stated that it would cost a lot more to plow the River Garden parking lot if there 
was a curb and that it would be more dangerous for pedestrians Bridge 

 
Belden Hill Road Intersection 

• The intersection is dangerous because many drivers don’t realize or ignore that fact that there is a 
road intersecting the parking area. 

 
Bridge 

• Per Dick Lawrence - It is important that the district and Montpelier VTrans folks are kept aware of 
the town’s desires for the bridge and how the town is moving forward with its own projects along 
Rt114 in the village. 

 
Sidewalks 

• One person stated that they preferred the path through the woods to the town park 
• Another said that parents generally prefer sidewalks in the open for their children, like along a 

street, rather than through a wooded area 
• Can the silver maples along the road be saved if a sidewalk is made along Rt114 to the park 
• A sidewalk to the park would be used by kids, and families and others using he park to walk to and 

from the village center 
 
Crosswalks 

• A  crosswalk  is needed between East Burke market and the country store 
• Some felt that two crosswalks are need in the village.  The second one would be near East Burke 

Sports 
• A crosswalk at the post office was suggested also as was a sidewalk from the village center to the 

post office. 
• Pedestrians signs would be needed wherever there were sidewalks. 

 
 

 



Written Comments Received 

Kerry O’Brien  
I was delayed on Rte 2 last night and was unable to attend the meeting about the East Burke traffic study.  
I would like to submit commentary to be included in your consideration of this project. 
  
The bridge on Rte 114 in East Burke is a documented hazard in the community.  It is hydraulically 
deficient and  prone to ice and debris jams and associated flooding.  The village of East Burke 
experienced a flood after an ice jam at this bridge in 2009, and continue to have to monitor it closely and 
excavate debris and ice upstream.  In my communications with VTrans about this bridge, it apparently is 
becoming an active project for them to examine for rehabilitation or replacement.   
  
Summit Engineering’s scope of work appears to include improvements (widening) to the deck of the 
bridge.  I am concerned if money is put into a rehabilitation of the deck of the bridge, that is will preclude 
any improvement to its hydraulics.  The timing is right for the community to work closely with VTrans to 
ensure the bridge’s hydraulics are addressed, and not just the bridge deck.  It would not serve the 
community well to put money into this structure that does not address its hazards to the village.  If an 
investment was made into the deck, VTrans would not conduct a hydraulic study of the bridge and the 
project would become inactive again.   
  
As a community member, I am supportive of the overall scope of the project, and agree that visibility and 
safety at the bridge need to be improved.  My concerns are only with the timing of these improvements.   
  
I am in a position to work with the town of Burke and members of the community to help coordinate 
funding and communications for this effort.  Please consider these comments.   
  
Julie Tower-Pierce 
Due to a prior commitment, I regret that I am unable to attend this evening's meeting regarding the Burke 
Transportation Study and Discussion on Village Road Safety.  Please consider the following perspective 
in your deliberations: 
 
I live on Route 114, just outside (North) of the Village of East Burke.  I am extremely concerned about 
commercial truck activity along Route 114 within the town limits, and as it enters the East Burke Village. 
 As a mother of four young children, who enjoy playing outside and partaking in outdoor activities that 
make East Burke such a desirable hometown, including mountain biking, running and walking, there is an 
immediate need to address safety risks posed by commercial truckers entering our community. 
 
I am particularly concerned about seemingly excessive speeds at all hours of the day and night and 
wanton disregard for residents' safety.  On two occasions this month of June 2011 alone, I have had two 
frightening experiences with truckers.  The first, as I approached the turnoff/intersection of Route 114 and 
the Burke Mountain Road heading northbound out of the Village, I met a trucker rounding the corner, 
who was entering the Village at a rate of speed much too fast for the corner.  That trucker nearly took up 
my entire lane and forced me well out of my lane into the pedestrian zone.  Thankfully, no pedestrians or 
bikers were present at that moment.  Make no mistake, this was a scary incident, which could have 
had disastrous consequences. 
 
The second incident occurred while standing near the edge, but not yet on the sidewalk nearly opposite 
the East Burke Post Office below the stone wall.  I had just stepped out of my vehicle and with my back 
still to the road as I shut my door, a commercial truck came through the Village so fast that it truly took 
me by surprise.  Not only was it moving through town fast enough to blow my hair up, but if I had taken a 
step backward in that moment, I am certain that I would have been killed or seriously injured.     



 
For the safety of our children, residents, and visitors, I urge you to take immediate and all actions possible 
to mitigate truck speed and improve pedestrian safety.  I am strongly in favor of a rotary at the Route 
114/Burke Mountain Road corner, a speed reduction in the village to 25 or 30, and improved sidewalks 
that do not disturb the beautiful historic stonewalls that are part of the Town's heritage and charm.  I 
believe residents and visitors are entitled to peace of mind when they walk down the street on the 
sidewalk or bike in the pedestrian lane.  I also strongly favor increased police presence at all hours of the 
day, but especially in the late evening hours (9-12pm), particularly along Route 114 North of the Village, 
to monitor for speed and potentially overweight trucks (though I am in no way an expert, I suspect that 
some of these trucks may be overweight and that only compounds the safety and road condition 
problems).  I also strongly support the creation of clear bike lane along Route 114 (North of the Village), 
that will give bikers, runners, and walkers room to safely enjoy our town--and to do so without feeling 
like they are taking their lives into their hands each time they venture onto the road.   
 
I am willing to volunteer my time with any initiative that will make Route 114 and our Village safer, if 
that would help achieve results.  
 
Thank you for considering these comments. 
 
Carol Krochak and Mark Kilburn 
We were unable to attend the East Burke Transportation and  Safety  Scoping Study meeting on June 
22nd so we are submitting this  written comment.   
 
 From spring through fall the intersection of East Darling Hill and  the Burke Hollow Road along with the 
nearby bridge is often extremely  hazardous combining  cars, bikers and pedestrians (viewing the river  
and dam) as they enter and depart East Burke.  The bikers who proceed   
up East Darling Hill are often families with  children who  head up to  the  easier biking  loops of Kingdom 
Trails  at Mountain View Farm.   Groups also return from biking to the ice cream shop or markets in the  
village center.   Our  family  and friends  have already had close  calls near the bridge and frequently 
remark each summer  that this  area is simply an accident waiting to happen due to the ever increasing 
biking visitors along with out of state drivers who are   
unaware of these multiple hazards. 
 
A  problem  also occurs in the winter in this same location  when  snowmobiles spill downhill from the 
VAST trail next to the bridge and  then proceed to cross East Darling Hill Road as they continue on a  trail 
to the gas pumps at East Burke Market. 
 
We respectfully request that significant  safety factors in this area  be part of the East Burke Scoping 
Study. Thank you. 
 
 


